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Letter 255
Notes On Triangulation
Summation Of Parts 1-3
2014-06-05
Dear Dan,
There is a quote from the book Angels On Assignment that I have remembered since I @irst
read it over thirty years ago.
Here it is;
“Then he said to me, "I can tell you this: there has never been such excitement and
activity in the courts of heaven since Jesus came the @irst time as there is right
now!" (Angels On Assignment, chapter 3.)*
The “he” that is being quoted is angel Gabriel, speaking to Pastor Buck. That was in 1978.
While I am not 100% sure, this activity may have something to do with the New Day that is
almost upon us. And if I am right about Church Chronology tracking how the New
Testament is laid out in sequence, then maybe the New Day coincides with the @irst verse of
the Book Of Revelation. The more I think about it, the more I think this is likely to be true.
Another thing that was mentioned in the AOA book is that God sends angel Gabriel to
earth when there is a major change of Chronology linked to the annunciation of the
Messiah. And as I write this it occurs to me that his visit to Pastor Buck was the A part of a
two part epoxy. The B part is what he is doing now. Perhaps when I get the AOA audio
@inished and submitted to (whoever the Lord would have me submit it), that might be when
the Lord starts to mix the two parts together.
Now, I want to be really, really clear. I have not been told by anyone, including the Lord,
that this has anything to do with the Rapture or Second Coming. But common sense says
that each day that passes is a day closer to the CONDITION SET FORTH IN SCRIPTURE that
needs to be met in order for the Rapture to occur. I believe that condition is referenced with
these words;

"

“… THE FULNESS OF THE GENTILES BE COME IN…”
(Romans 11:25e)

Once that happens, and only God knows the number of the Gentiles and related chronology,
then the Rapture can take place. Yet this observation in no way nulli@ies the Doctrine of
Imminence.
One of my points here is that the Rapture is NOT DATE SPECIFIC. It is much more like a
thermostat that when a pre-set condition is met, the points make contact and something
happens. But the Rapture hasn’t happened so far in history or my lifetime, and there is still
much data I have in my heart that has yet to be “un-zipped”.
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*Some months ago I was on a @loor in an area waiting for my boss (P10) to see him about
something. When he arrived I asked him; “What’s happening?” His response was actually
Gabriel prophesying through him, because Gabriel was standing right next to him. In
response (P10) spoke these words; “WHAT ISN’T?” And as soon as (P10) said that I
remembered the above quote.

"
Blessings…
"

R. C. Theophilus
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